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ABSTRACT
The work covered in this report represents the second year's effort of a
continuing program to determine the reliability attributes of terrestrial
solar cells. Three main tasks were undertaken during the reporting perwod:
1) a study of the electrical behavior of cells in the second (reverse)
quadrant, 2) the accelerated stress testing of three new state of the art
cells and 3) the continued bias-temperature testing of four Block II type
silicon cells at 780C and 135 0C. Electrical characteristics measured in
the second quadrant were determined to be a function of the cell's thermal
behavior with breakdown depending on the initiation of localized heating.
This implied that high breakdown cells may be more fault tolerant when forced
to operate in the second quadrant--a result contrary to conventional
thinking. The accelerated stress tests used in the first (power) quadrant
were bias-temperature, bias-termperature-humidity, temperature-humidity,
thermal shock, and thermal cycle. The new type cells measured include an
EFG cell, a polycrystalline cell, and a Czochralski cell. Electrical
parameters measured included ISC, 
V0C' PM' V
M, and IM . Incorporated in the
report are the distributions of prestress electrical data for all cell types.
Significant differences in the response to the various stress tests were
observed between cell types. A microprocessed controlled, short interval
solar cell tester was designed and construction initiated on a prototype for
use in the program.
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SUMMARY
The second year of the accelerated reliability testing program extended
the first year's effort and included the stress testing of three additional
cell types. In a separate effort the second quadrant behavior of cells was
investigated. Stress test results again showed a wide variability among cell
types in their ability to withstand the effect of various stresses. For
example:
1) Bias-temperature stress testing showed significant degredation,
consistent in time, for one cell type and only moderate degredation
for another cell type. The final cell type showed no significant
degredation at all.
2) Rias-temperature-humidity stress testing showed significant
degredation, consistent in time, for one cell type and only moderate
degredatioa for the other cell types. Furthermore, these two cell
types actually showed less degredation towards the end of the test.
3) Sensitivity to thermal cycle and thermal shock stress varied both in
severity and in characteristic failure mode from cell type to cell
type.
4) one cell type gave an indication of infant mortality failure--the
first that has been observed in two years of testing.
5) The cell types tested appeared to be less prone to the increased
series resistance failure mode, which was predominant in the first
year's effort. Instead, much of the degredation could be related to
Isc reduction.
iv
V6) It appeared that EFG material, at least in the configuration tested,
was more sensitive to thermal cycle/thermal shock than either
Czochralski or polycrystalline material.
The second quadrant studies confirmed that breakdown is a thermal
phenonmenon and to a first approximation the temperature of a cell at the
breakdown knee is a constant, independent of where the knee occurs.
Techniques are described for observing the occurrence of a non—uniform
temperature distribution across the cell.
New test jigs were constructed to hold cells during bias—temperature
testing. A microprocessor controlled, short interval tester wvs designed to
eliminate the problems of temperature variations during measurement. A
prototype system is presently under contruction.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The reliability characteristics of solar cells intended for low-cost
terrestrial applications, either central power generation or distributed
residential usage, will be a key factor in the determination of the economic
feasibility of such systems. DOE cost goals for terrestrial photovoltaic
systems, for example, are based on the assumption of a 20-year module life.
Interpretation of such specific module life figures, however, is only
meaningful when done in terms of system life cycle costs. Minimization of a
system's life cycle costs will involve developing strategies for repair and
replacement of modules as well as the design acceptance of some performance
degredation. The concept of module life is analagous in many respects to the
concept of lifetime of any consumer product. The term, 5-year life, when
applied to an automobile, for example, does not mean that it will perform as
new during those S years, but rather that repairs will be minimal and that
performance remains satisfactory. It is in this same context that the
20-year photovoltaic module goal should be viewed.
The fact that system reliability goals must, of necessity, be somewhat
nebulous, however, does not mean that reliability studies are unnecessary.
It is important to establish the methodology and to acquire the data for
assessing the reliability attributes of state of the art technology. Clemson
University has been engaged in a program to investigate t1le reliability
attributes of terrestrial solar cells and to define applicable accelerated
test procedures which can be used for such monitoring. This report describes
the program's second year activities.
The reliability test program, being performed by Clemson University as
part of DOE's Low Cost Solar Array (LSA) Project under contract to the
.1
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Figure 1.1. Reliability Methodology Second Year Program.
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was started in Decmeber 1977 and represented the
first known systematic attempt by independent investigators to define the
basic reliability attributes of terrestrial solar cells. Results of the
first year's program were reported in the First Annual Report,
DOE/JPL-954929-79/4, May 1979. The program developed test metholodology and
accumulated baseline accelerated stress reliability data on four different
cell types identified as A, B, C and E, The cells, which were representative
of commercial, state-of-the-art cells used in JPL/LSA Block II and III solar
cell module procurements, were unencapsulated so that the reliability
attributes encountered were a function only of the basic cell structure and
not of the encapsulation. Results of the first year's program included a
preliminary reliability qualification test schedule, development of
reproducible electrical measurement techniques, and implementation of a
computerized system for reliability data managemnt and analysis. Quantities
of A, B, C and E cells were continued under bias-temperature stress at two
different temperatures throughout the second year program and the results
reported.
The second year program has refined and extended many of the techniques
developed under the first year's program. Accelerated environmental stress
testing were performed on three new cell types, indentified as F, G and H,
representing quite different technologies from the original four cell types.
Table 1.1 lists the physical characteristics of all cell types tested to
date. The program utilized the conventional reliability methodology
illustrated in Figure 1.1.1. The cells were initially electrically measured
and visually inspected. Quantities of cells were then subjected to various
stresses for various lengths of times and remeasured. This sequence of
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measure-stress-measure was repeated many times for each stress test. The
measurement repeatability insured that electrical degredation due to stress
as small as + 2% could be detected.
In addition to environmental stress involving factors such as
temperature and humidity, it has become evident that operational factors can
play a significant role in cell reliability. Specifically, module field
failure can result from the shifting of a cell's operating point from normal
operation iu the first or power quadrant of the VI characteristic to the
second or reverse quadrant. Because large amounts of power can be dissipated
in the cell in the second quadrant the cell overheats in this mode leading to
possible early failure. A separate task of tha second year's program
involved a preliminary investigation of thfa behavior of cells in the second
quadrant with the objective of developing techniques for more detailed
quantitative second quadrant characterizE.t±on and correlation with
reliability factors.
The technical portion of this report is organized to present the second
quadrant studies first, followed by a description of the accelerated stress
testing program and its results. The report focuses primarily on the events
which occurred during the second year's effort. Small amounts of descriptive
material presented in the First Annual keport are repeated for clarification
where necessary, but in general the Se=ond Annual Report should be viewed as
the second volume in a series, rather than as a stand alone dccument.
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2.0 SECOND QUADRANT STUDY
2.1 Introduction
The deeper one becomes involved with terrestrial solar cell reliabi-
lity the more evident it becomes that the problem of cell reliability is not
just confined to normal operation in the first quadrant. Through the effects
of VI characteristic mismatch within a module, variable rates of aging,
shadowing, cell fractures, etc., cells are often forced to operate in the
second (power consuming) quadrant. Therefor, as a separate effort during the
second year of work, the characteristics of &.iferent cell types were studied
in the second quadrant and initial resi n -cs presented in this report.
The second quadrant chara r :erization work at Clemson was concerned
mainly with correla*"...g cell thermal stresses with their electrical
^;,aLdcceristics and was done under controlled laboratory conditions. In the
field, where second quadrant operations in modules can occur, the
interaction between cells presents complicating factors which were not
investigated in this work.
2.2 Pulsed Second Quadrant VI Characteristics
A Tektronix Model 176 pulsed high current fixture was acquired for use
with a 576 curve tracer in order to measure second quadrant characterisitics
with heating. This plug-in fixture permits solar cell characteristics to be
taken under pulsed conditions to 200 amperes peak current. The pulse width
is 300 sec at a 60 Hz repetition rate resulting in a duty cycle of less thar.
2". the second quadrant VI characteristics thus can be traced out with cnly
minor heating effects which, for t'e most part, ma y be neglected. Figure 2.1
shows typical traces obtained for type A and Type G cell:;. Breakdoe.ii occurs
I t aPpr)ximately 78 volts. iwo curves are shown fir each cell: the lower
a) A Cell
b) G Cell
Figure 2.1. Typical Second Quadrant Characteristics Made with Model 176 Cruve
Tracer Attachment.
12	 U^ P( /^ I 1 `^ C^ ,
4^l '^1 ^ f! ^  S
trace was taken in the dark while the upper trace was under 100 mW/cm2
illumination. To a first approximation the illuminated characteristic is the
same as the dark characteristic shifted by I sc. Since the
characteristics measured in this fashion are independent of localized thermal
effects they may be denoted as "intrinsic", meaning they are a function of
the cell construction only and not of the particular heat sinking used.
A number of measurements were made of intrinsic second quadrant
characterietic on different cell types. While there was appreciable
variation from cell to cell within a given cell type population a typical
second quadrant "signature" could be observed which was characteristic of
each type. Figure 2.2 is a comparison of typical intrinsic second quadrant
characteristics for the different types measured. Cell type A consistently
had the highest breakdown voltage while cell types E and C consistently had
the lowest. Note also the low shunt resistance asssociated with type E
cells.
In order to obtain statistical information, cell voltage was read at 2
times Isc , (V02 ), and at 3 times I sc , (V03 ;. The closer these two values
are together, the sharper the knee of the second quadrant. The voltage
values and their standard deviations are shown in Table 2.1 together with the
ratio V
u3-
 V02 + which is a crude measure of breakdown sharpness. The
V02
"soft" characteristic caused by low shunt resistance is clearly evident
for type E cells.
The breakdown mechanism associated with pulsed measurement is avalanch
multiplication, i.e. the voltage across the p-n junction increases to the
point where the leakage current flowing across the space change creates
additional carriers by impact ::+nization. This type of breakdown has a
13
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V @ 21 2c 	V @ 31 s	 V03 - V02
V02
Cell Type VC2 (Volts) V03 (Volts) %
A 62 + 28 69 + 32 11
B 37 + 21 46 + 19 24
C 39 + 14 50 + 15 18
E 12 +2 21 +3 75
G 25 +6 29 +5 15
Table 2.1 Second Quadrant Votages Measured at Two and Three Times Isc
Under Pulsed Conditions.
15
positive temperature coefficient; i.e. the breakd.,wn voltage increases as the
temperature increases, and is the type of breakdown normally found in
semiconductor diodes. However, pulsed and steady state breakdown in a
semiconductor diode tend to be the same whereas this is not the case for a
solar cell. The fact which causes the difference is the tremendous amount of
power being dissipated in the second quadrant b; virtue of the cell being
illuminated. This will be discussed in detail in the next section.
2.3 Steady State Second Quadrant VI Characteristic
At the opposite extreme to low duty cycle pulsed measurement is steady
state measurement. In this too—nique the voltage across a cell is raised
very slowly so that the celi remains in quasi thermal equilibrium. The power
being dissipated in the illuminated cell is roughly t%e short circuit
current, Isc , times the voltage across the cell. Figure 2.3 represents
the x—y recorder trace of an A cell measured in this fashion while suspended
in free air with no heat sinking. Superimposed on the VI characteristic are
a family of constant power hyperbolas. Notice that although the maximum
power the cell can deliver is only 0.8 Watt, 10 to 50 Watts can be dissipated
in the reverse direction by virtue of the photon generated current. Notice
from Figure 2.3 that the steady state breakdown is much less than the pulsed
breakdown shown in Figure 2.2. Since the call is obviously much hotter in
steady state than when pulsed, the mechanifm must be different in the two
cases, otherwise the steady state breakdown voltage would be greater than the
pulsed.
The mechanism which causes the current to increase (deviate from the
straight line) as the reverse voltage of Figure 2.3 approaches 15 volts is
the increase in leakage current due to the thermal generation of carriers.
16
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Figure 2.3. Second Quadrant A Cell Characteristics Made Under Steady State
Conditions.
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Thermally generated leakage current at this value of reverse voltage has
become an appreciable fraction of the photon generated current. As previ-
ously discussed, the heat which thermally generates the hole-electron pairs
comes from this photon current and the reverse potential. In silicon, the
thermal generation of hole-electron pairs results in an intrinsic concen-
tration of electrons and holes per cubic centimeter given by
n i 1.69 x 1019 T 3/2e -0.55/KT.i	 300
At 300 K the intrinsic concentration is 1.38X1010 cm-3, and is negli-
gible compared to ordinary doping levels. Consequently any thermally
generated leakage at this temperature will be orders of magnitude less than
the reverse diode diffusion current derived from doping levels, which,in turn,
is orders of magnitude less than the photon generated current. However, Ni
increases rapidly with temperature, approximatley doubling for every 110C
rise in temperature,and at high temperatures generation will become the
dominant process of hole-electron production.
Figure 2.4 is a plot of the temperature at which the concentration due
to thermal effects, ni , becomes equal to the original concentration of the
base as a function of the base doping level. This temperature is termed the
intrinsic temperature, 8  . It can be seen that for normal base doping
levels the intrinsic temperature is the order of 300 0C. Below e i the
carrier concentration in silicon is relatively temperature independent, while
above 6 i it rises exponentially with temperature. At temperatures below 6i
the power dissipated in the slice due to the photon generated reverse current
causes the cell to heat uniformly and operation is inherently stable.
18
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As the reverse voltage is further increased, the localized temperature
at some point in the cell will exceed 
a
  due to an inhomogeneity. When this
occurs, current at this point becomes appreciable compared to the photon
current, increasing the localized power di.ssiption and temperture still
further resulting in a positive feedback situation capable of producing
thermal runaway. It is said at this point that a localized mesoplasma has
formed. Current through the device becomes limited only by the external
circuit with possible catastrophic results. A highly negative resistance can
appear with a discontinous drop in voltage as shown in the characteristic of
Figure 2.3.
Steady state second quadrant characteristic data was taken on different
devices and catagorized in the same fashion as was done for the pulsed case.
This is shown in Table 2.2. Notice that although there is a 2 to 1 spread in
the voltage breakdown from cell type to cell type, all types show low
values--less than 15 volts, and all types display a sharp knee character-
istic.
V @ 21 
s
V @ 31 s
V03- V02
V02
Cell Type V02 (Volts) V03 (Volts) M
A 14+3 13+3 -8
B 8+ 1 8+ 1 0
C 13 + 2 13 + 2 0
E 7+ 2 7+ 2 0
G 13 + 3 13 + 2 0
Table 2.2. Second Qaudrant Voltages Measured at Two and Three Times Isc
Under Steady State Conditions.
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2.4 Cell Temperature Measurement
Second quadrant electrical characteristics are inherently tied to a
cell's thermal characteristics. If a cell could be supplied with an infinite
heat sink, then the characteristics (steady state) would appear as in Figure
2.2. With no heat sink (free air) the characteristics would appear as in
Figure 2.3. For practical heat sinks the steady state characteristics will
lie between these two extremes. Furthermore, the cell's thermal time
constant will dictate its response to sudden changes in operating conditions.
For example, if the operating point is suddenly shifted from forward to
reverse it is possible for a localized mesoplasma to form, whereas if the
same shift were performed gradually, none would occur because the heat gener-
ated would have had time to redistribute itself, and the temperature ai would
never be reached. An example of a transient phenomenon of this sort is shown
in Figure 2.5. In this case the operating point was suddenly shifted from
short circuit, I = I sc , to the second quadrant, I = 21 s , a point where the
cell had previously operated in a stable fashion under steady state condi-
tions. In the transient case, however, a mesoplasma formed in which the core
temperature exceeded the melting point of silicon, 1412°C, causing a hole to
be formed through the cell.
It is obvious from events of this sort that measurement of cell tempera-
ture and cell temperature distribution in the second quadrant is of great
significance and two measurement approaches were investigated. The first
involved the use of temperature sensitive paints which are availale under the
trade name Temprobe. The texture of these paints changes markedly at a
particular temperature. Each paint composition has its own ciaracteristic
transition temperature value. Since the paint must be applied tc the solar
1
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Figure 2.5. Hole Formed in Cell as a Result of Mesoplasma Formation.
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cell in such a way as not to block the light, it was applied in the form of a
grid to the top surface. By using 3 grids, 3 different temperatures could be
detected. Figure 2.6 schematically illustrates how grids indicating 204%,
288°C, and 427% were applied to a cell. The grids were observed as the reverse
characteristic, illustrated in Figure 2.7, was traced out. Figures 2.8, 2.9 and
2.10 are photographs of a "gridded" G cell taken at points 1, 2 and 3
respectively of Figure 2.7. Figures 2.8, taken at V - 0 (point 1), shows all
three grids undisturbed. Figure 2.9 taken at V a 7 volts (point 2) shows a
change in the 204% grid between the current probes. Figure 2.10 taken at V - 9
volts (point 3) shows changes in both the 204°C and 288% grid in this same
region, but the 427% grid is undisturbed.
Results of experiments with the temperature sensitive point seemed to
confirm the operational hypothesis stated in Section 2.3 relating to mesoplasma
formation at T s a 	 However, while the method is satisfactory for observing
regional cell temperature variations it does not have sufficient resolution to
view localized mesoplasmss. To accomplish this, experiments were run using
temperature sensitive phosphors* coatings applied to the back side of cells. A
schematic of the measurement method is shown in Figure 2.11 and a photograph of
the actual apparatus is shown in Figure 2.12. In this technique a temperature
sensitive phosphor (see Appendix C) is applied to the back of a cell. The front
side of the cell is illuminated from underneath with the solar spectrum :chile
the phosphor coated back side is illuminated from above with an ultra violet
J
lamp. Figure 2.13 shows how the temperature distrib.'.L,on can be observed at
different points along the characteristic of Figure 2.14. The formation of a
*This approach was first suggested to us by personnel at the Nation.;'_ Bureiu
of Standards who had used similar techniques to s?u:? -,c-ond breakdo..^i :,
:pow:r transistors.
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localized mesoplasma is clearly evident from these photographs. The pro-
grammable power supply was current limited to prevent irreversible damage
from occurring to the cell.
2.5 Conclusions on Second Quadrant Studies
A preliminary look at a limited number of cells has verified the thermal
nature of the solar cell's second quadrant:. Three operational ranges can be
defined as shown by the schematic second quadrant characteristic of Figure
2.15.
Region A. In region A the temperature of the cell is less than 170°C and
uniform, but much higher than when operating normally is the first quadrant.
In this region tre failure modes should be the same as in the first quadrant
and the electrical characteristics of the cell should degrade in exactly same
fashion as if the cell were on accelerated stress test in the first quadrant.
Region A can be referred to as the accelerated failure mode region.
Region B. In region B the temperature is greater than 170% (melting point
of solder), but less than a.. In this region the temperature is also1
uniform (or nearly so), but the failure modes are ones not encountered in
accelerated testing, such as molten solder effects, blistering and delamina-
tion of the encapsulant, and cracking of cells due to thermal mismatch.
Region B can be termed the high temperatue mode region.
Region C. Finally in region C the temperature reaches e  in a localized
region. Temperature is very non-uniform across the cell with a mesoplasma
forming at a single spot. Unless externally limited in some fashion
catastrophic melting will occur. Region C is termed the catastrophic mode
region.
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As defined above for steady state conditions, operation in the second
quadrant is characterized by three different failure mode regions--all of
which are more severe than first quadrant operation. It is obvious, however,
that the lower the cell temperature, the less severe the stress. Thus cells
operating in the second quadrant should be kept as far below the knee as
possible. Furthermore, since the temperature at the knee is roughly 6i
independent whether the knee occurs at low voltage or high voltage, a cell
with a high breakdown should be able to survive second quadrant operation
better than a cell with a low breakdown, all other characteristics being
equal. This conclusion conflicts with some i :he current thinking, which is
based on limiting reverse power dissipation by low knee devices. The falacy
is that limiting power dissipation, unless it is accomplished by a different_
mechanism such as a forward biased diode, does not limit temperature and it
is temperature which is the reliability stress factor, not power.
34
3.0 ACCELERATED STRESS PROGRAM
3.0 ACCELERATED STRESS PROGRAM
3.1 Procedures
Accelerated testing was performed on three new cell types: F, G and H.
The physical characteristics of these cells was shown in Table 1.1. In
addition B-T testing was continued on A, B, C and E cells at 75°C and 135°C.
Cells were inspected and photographed prior to testing, as described in the
First Annual Report. The stress tests used in the second year's effort
differed slightly from those used in the first year's program as shown in
Table 3.1. The 165°C bias-temperature test was dropped becaause it was felt
this temperature was too close to the melting point of solder. The power
cycle test was also dropped because it had failed to show any effect when
applied ro the A, B, C and E cells in the first year program. Two additional
tests mere added: pressure cooker and 85/85 without bias, in an attempt to
determine if bias was of any significance in temperature-humidity stressing.
The mechanical pull strength tests performed on selected A, B, C and E type
cells, have not yet been performed on the E, G and H type cells. An addi-
tional factor to be noted is that the quantity of cells available for the
second year's program was less than for the first year's program. The
specific numbers and a discussion of their significance will be given in
Section 5.
3.2 Stress Test Fixturing
One major change in the accelerated tes t_ procedures was a change in the
method of supporting and contacting cells during bias-temperature testing.
The reader will recall that in the first year program miniature alligator
chips were used to suspend and interconnect cells in both B-T and B-T-H
chambers. This technique, while inexpensive, had many disadvantages, parti-
Y
Lot # Lot A
1st Year 2nd Year Stress Test
(A,B,C,D) (F,G,H)
10 10 75°C Bias - Temerature
11 11 135`C Bias - Temperature
12 12 150% Bias - Temperature
13 -- 165% Bias - Temperature
14 14 121°C/15 Psig Steam Bias - Temp - Humidity
-- 19 121°C/15 Psig Steam Temperature - Humidity
15 15 85°C/85%RH Bias - Temp - Humidity
-- 20 85°C/85%RH Temperature - Humidity
16 -- Power Cycle
17 17 Thermal Cycle
18 18 Thermal Shock
Table 3.1 Stress Test and Lot Identification for
First and Second Year Programs
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cularly for B-T testing where the number of cells was large and oven capacity
limited. In order to overcome these jigging problems a new cell test holder
was developed. Specific advantages of the new design are:
1. Elimination of stress applied to cell tabs and tab attachment
points.
2. Greatly reduced loading and unloading times.
3. Elimination of the need to locate shorted cells after loading.
4. Increased interconnection flexibility.
5. Increasing packing density while maintaining comparable air flow
over cells.
An exploded view of the new-design cell holder is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.2 shows a photograph of the test holder being loaded. The frame
consists of vertical metal rods covered with insulating teflon tubing and a
stablizing bottom plate. Series connection of cells is achieved through the
use of convoluted beryllium-copper springs which connect the top surface lead
pattern of one cell to the bottom of the overhead plate, which is in turn
directly connect to the back of the next cell, and so on. As used in the B-T
stress tests a completed "stack" consists of 3 parallel connected sets of
cells; each set is in turn composed of 5 serially connected cells. Insula-
tion of ^ set from the other is achieved through an insulating glass spacer
between the top plate of one set and the bottom plate of the next. Addi-
tional insulation of cell leads is performed through the use of teflon
adhesive tape. Tightening of the top nuts compresses the stack and ensures
good electrical connection.
All jig materials were chosen for reliable performance at elevated
temperatures. The spring metal was made of beryllium-copper which retains
39
its springiness, electrical conductivity and stability to temperatures of
175°C -- well above the highest test temperature of 150°C. Preliminary tests
showed tarnishing of the beryllium-copper, but this does not seem to affect
the alloy's performance. The plates were made of 30 mil stainless steel to
ensure good electrical conductivity, stability and rigidity allowing each
plate to support the column of plates and cells above it without bending,
thus reducing the stress on the cells.
No difficulties have been encountered with the new jigs and the design
appears ideal for B-T stress testing. It has not been usd in B-T-H testing
where cell quantities are smaller and the miniature alligator clip technique
has worked satisfactorily.
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IFigure 3.2. Photograph of New-Design Stress Testing Jib, RL'in- Loaded.
4.0 MEASUREMENT TECHN12UES
4.0 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
4.1 General
Reliability testing involves repeated sequences of electrical measure-
went, followed by stress, followed by electrical measurement. Comparison of
before &ad after measurements are used to detect the irreversible changes
brought about by $Pressing. Since these changes may be mall, an accurate
and highly reprodu.-.i:.tE measurement system is required in order to distin-
guish between random errors and effects brought about by stress. Since the
"after" measurements may be taken weeks or even months after the "before"
measurements, the repeatability requirement is particularly severe. The
measurement technique used in the second year of the program was the equili-
brium method, which was developed in the first year of the program and
reported in detail in the First Annual Report. This method, which is capable
of + 1% repeatability, requires a fairly long measurement time during which
the cell temperature must be held constant at 28 + 0.5°C. The cells are held
down to a water cooled `feat sink by air pressure (vacuum holddown) and
contacted on the back side by a spring loaded thermocouple. The temperature
of the cooling water is adjusted until a temperature balance is achieved
between the heat coming from the ELH simulator and that being removed by the
heat sink, so that an equilibrium cell temperature of 28 + 0.5'C is achieved.
With flat cells, which make uniform contact with the heat sink, each cell
will reach the same temperature as other cells and the temperature only needs
to be adjusted once for each cell type. However, this is not the case if the
cell surface is irregular as shown schematically in Figure 4.1. In this
case, not only does the heat removed by the sink vary from cell to cell
because of the variable contact area, but there is also an undetermined
45	 y r
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Figure :.1. Heat Flows in Cell Measurement Jig.
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amount lost by air leakage across the back into the vacuum system. The F
cells constructed from EFG ribbon were particularly bad in this respect. It
was obvious that it was not practical to adjust the water temperature for
each cell, as this would involve an impractical amount of time. The approach
followed on the F, G and H cells was to experimentally determine the varia-
tion of the measurement parameters with temperature and use this information
to perform a software correction on the raw date. In addition a program was
initiated to develop an instrument capable of measuring a cell in less than 1
second exposure time. Such a short time would preclude the cell heating up
during measurement. Additional improvements in jig and simulator design over
the first year's effort are also discussed in this section.
4.2 Simulator Design
The ELH solar simulator was redesigned as shown in Figure 4.2 to make
the changing of bulbs easier and to facilitate alignment of the light
pattern. An elapsed time indicator was installed in the control panel so
that a running record could be kept concerning bulb life. Average bulb life
has been found to be approximately 60 hours. At $15 per bulb and 4 bulbs per
simulator this works oLt to $1/hour in bulb replacement costs. The new bulb
mounts incorporated a 3 •-point adjustment mechanism which permitted each bulb
to be independently tilted. The intent was to achieve a more constant pro-
file over the cell area. In actuality, however, tilting the bulbs appeared
to have only limited effect on the profile, probably due to the long reflec-
tive barrel. Nevertheless, a completely satisfactory profile was achieved,
with a maximum variation of + 2.5Z across the cell field. Furthermore, :his
intensity variation was obtained without the use of a diffuser iuch as was
used on the A, B, C and E cells.
Figure 4.2. Improved Arrangement of Bulbs in New Light Source.
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4.3 Measurement Jig Design
The electrical measurement jigs were redesigned, for testing F, G and H
cells, to use a common vacuum chamber with individual water cooling
contacting plates for each cell type. Figure 4.3 is a photograph of the jig
assembly for the rectangular F-cell, Figure 4.4 is a photograph of the jig
assembly for the round G-cell, and Figure 4.5 is a photograph of the square H
cell jig. As with the earlier jigs these incorporate a spring loaded
thermocouple/voltage probe. Also built into each jig was a photodiode
(Motorola MRD-510) which was used to continously monitor light intensity.
The light intensity was originally set as discussed in earlier reports (see
Second Quarterly Report, August 1, 1978, p.12) using a reference cell and a
standard cell. Since reference cells were not supplied with any of the new
cell types, the cell type B reference cell was arbitrarily used for all. One
cell from each of the three new test populations was set aside and designated
as a standard cell. It was measured prior to measuring any group of cells
and the data served as a check on the system's calibration. The photodiode
was monitored between measurements, and if changes were observed the standard
cell was remeasured. This technique avoided any problem of lamp drift. The
photodiode, being in reality a miniature solar cell is itself a function of
temperature. Its output was made insensitive to temperature, however, by
heat sinking to the jug (constant temperature water bath) and by proper
choice of the diode load resistor value.
Type G cells presented a unique jig design problem since they were
received from the manufacturer without suitable test tabs. A Kaptonn coated
copper sheet had been soldered to the metalized contact pattern at 6 points,
around the periphery of the cell, but could not be used for electrical
:9
Figure 4.3. Tvpe F Cell Electrical Measurement .fig.
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Figure 4.4. Type G Cell Electrical Measurement Jig.
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connection. The copper sheet was therefore removed by cutting (no heat or
force was used) and electrical test connections were ruade using probes rather
than older connections. Since in the manufacturing process the cell had been
solder dipped with subsequent reflow, the back side was general:.y irregular
except in the center where the solder coating was relatively smooth (see
Figure 4.6). Consequently, in the electrical measurement jig disign the
vacuum hold down was restricted to this smooth central region, but the cell
periphery was allowed to rest on the jig as well for additional heat
removal.
Contact to the top surface metalization of the G cells was pia 6 pairs
of voltage and current probes. All voltage probes were connected together as
were all current probes, but the two sets werE insulated from each other and
separate connections brought out. The current probes were located closest to
the outside of the cell. The probes could be easily and gnickly aligned by
eye and the cells were placed in the jig the same way each time using the
flat for orientation. Reproducibility was satisfactory, but not as good as
tabbed cells. Because of the G cell dimensions the photodiode incorporated
in the jig was covered during cell testing, but was used to monitor lamp
intensity between tests.
4.4 Variation of parameters with Temperature
As has been pointed out, lack of cell flatness made it impractical to
measure each cell at the same temperature. Consequently, the temperature of
each cell was allowed to stabilize at its unique value during measurement.
This value was recorded and used to calculate the parametric values at 28°C.
The distribution of cells shown in Figure 4.7 gives an indication of the
Figure 4.6. Back Side of Typical Type G Cell Showing Solder Irregularities.
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temperature vaiiation that was observed during measurement. In order to
determine the appropriate correction factors to apply, 5 cells of each type
were measured over a temperature range from 20°C to 45°C. Although absolute
values of 
V0C ' ISC	
and P,^ varied from cell to cell, each cell within a
given cell type showed the same parametric variation with temperature.
Typical curves for the three cell types are shown in Appendix B. A summary
of the 5 cell sample, least squares fitted, averages is given in Table 4.1
for the 3 cell types studied during the second year's effort as well as for B
and E cells measured during the first year's program. Note the 3 to 1
variation in ISC sensitivity between cell types, and the fact that the
temperature sensitivity of VOC and ISC apparently has little to do with the
sensitivity of PM to temperature. The values listed in Table 4.1 were used
in the following formulas to determine the parametric values at 28°C:
DV
VOC (28 0 ) - VOC (T) -
AT
	 (T-28°)
AII SC (28-) - SC (T) - AT
SC
 (T - 28°)
AP
P M ( 28- ) - P r (r) -	 TT' (T - 280)
where T is the equilibrium temperature of the cell during measurement,
expressed in °C.
4.5 Development of Micro processor Controlled Solar Cell Tester
The temperature correction of data, as discussed in the previous
section, does introduce an additional source of repeatability variation. In
addition, it would be difficult to measure encapsulated cells, or cells which
could not be conveniently heat sunk, using the equilibrium method. For these
56
Cell Type
	 AVoc (mV/ * C) 	 ASIA^ (mA/'C)	 P	 (mW/IC)
B	 -2.3 .8 -2.65
E	 -2.0 1.7 -1.82
F	 -2.45 .639 -0.962
G	 -2.16 .537 -2.92
H	 -2.28 .988 -0.737
Table 4.1 Parametric Temperature Sensitivity for Various
Cell Types
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reasons a short interval test e r was carried through conceptual design during
the second year program, with the goal of subsequent fabrication. Concep-
tually a short interval tester lies between an equilibrium tester and a flash
tester of the type used for modules. The short interval tester keeps the
simulator on continously for stability, but exposes the cells for less than a
second, using a shutter, so that the temperature rise can be ignored. A
block diagram of the short interval tester is shown in Figure 4.8. The power
supply is an analog programmable supply which need not be reversible in
current, but must be capable of both + and - voltage operation. This dual
polarity is required for an accurate reading of short circuit current and to
take data in the second quadrant. In general, however, because of limita-
tions on the supply voltage the short interval tester has not been designed
to appreciably reverse biaP cells. As has been pointed out in Sction 2.0 on
second quadrant studies, however, reverse breakdown in solar cells is a
thermal phenomenon and therefore should be measured under equilibrium condi-
tions. Thus second quadrant characteristics can not be meaningfully measured
using a short interval tester, whereas the effect on the first quadrant
characteristic of the cell's power dissipation can be ignored. Since the
supply must be capable -f supplying the short circuit current of the largest
cell to be tested it must have at least a 2A rating. The power supply
controller is essentially a very accurate D/A converter which interfaces
between the computer and the power supply.
Internal operation of the system is as follows: The microcomputer,
using a stored program, sets the power supply to a specific current value.
The data acquisition board makes successive measurements of the cell voltage
as a function of time. The microcomputer compares succeeding values and
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when no change is ditected from one reading to the next it recognizes that
the steady state value has been reached and then stores this reading in
memory together with the current reading. Note that because of the highly
accurate control 'ier it is not necessary to measure current, only set it.
Once a reading has been stored the computer advances the power supply to a
new current setting and the process repeats itself until the entire V-I
characteristic has been determined and stored in memory. The microcomputer
then computes the maximum power point and the slopes of the characteristic
curve at 
ISC 
(measure of shunt resistance) and at 
V 
0 (measure of series
resistance).
Externally the measurement sequence is initiated by typing the cell
indentification number on the teletype and pressing a selected key. This
opens the shutter, exposing the cell to the ELH simulator, starting the
measurement sequence just described. At the conclusion of the test the
microcomputer outputs to the teletype the measured values of V0 	 ISi_ , V,1
^1 ' p:1 ' 'SH ' 
and 
I  
as well as the ambient temperature measured indepen-
dently using a thermocouple. The entire characteristic is simultaneously
displayed on an oscilloscope or other monitor. If hard copy is desired, a
command can be entered on the teletype and the characteristic plotted on the
analog plotter. Both plotter and scope presentations make use of the D/A
converters on the data acquisition board. It is intended that in addition to
a printed record the teletype will produce a punched paper tape of the data
which can be translated directly to punched cards suitable for 13M 370
processing without further human intervention.
Because of the short measurement time it is necessary to operate the
ELH simulator lamps on DC voltage. This has been confirmed b y observing the
60
ripple using an oscilloscope when the lamps are operated on AC. Since
measurements can be taken at rates as high as 20 KHz this ripple would make
accurate readings impossible. Use of DC lamp supplies does not require a
separate line regulator, however.
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5.0 Continuing Stress Test Results - A, B, C, E Type Cells
5.1 Introduction
A, B, C and E type cells were subjected to various stress combinations
during the first year's program and the results reported in the First Annual
Report. Two tests, 75°C and 135°C B-T, were continued for 50 cells of each
cell type during the second year program in order to obtain nearly 9000
cumulative test hours at these temperatures.
5.2 B-T Stress Test Results
The results obtained from the long-term BT testing of type A, B, C and E
cells are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. In these figures the mean percent
descrease of Pm for the four cell types, calculated on a cell-by-cell
basis, is shown versus stress time for the stress tests. The results confirm
some results reported in the First Annual Report and help to explain some
other puzzling effects noted in that work. For example, types B and C cells
are seen to be unaffected by BT stress even at long times; this is in agree-
ment with earlier results obtained using higher temperatures, in which type B
cells were unaffected up to 1200 hours at 165°C and type C cells showed only
very small Pm degradation up to 1200 hours at 165°C (2). Long-term results
for type A cells shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are consonant with results
reported earlier for testing at high temperatures. These degradation results
are quite significant since normal operating cell temperatures can range up
to 50°C - 60°C under reasonable raoduie field conditions. The apparent
tendency toward saturation of the degradation for type A cells is actually
due to a logarithmic dependence of Pm degradation on stress test time. The
mechanism for the degradation shown in the figures results in series
resistance increase with time, as discussed in the First Annual Report.
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The abrupt onset of degradation for type E cells shown in Figure 5.2,
beginning at a time greater than 2300 hours, is of interest because the same
sort of behavior was observed for this cell type under 165% BT stress. In
the higher temperature case the onset of degradation began at approximately
600 hours and amounted to 20% degradation at 1200 stress test hours. Thus,
what once was observed as a puzzling phenomenon now appears to be consistent
behavior for this cell type, when stressed sufficiently over time and
temperature. The mechanism responsible for this behavior has not yet been
identified, but some clues have been noted. The mechanism does not affect
all cells equally; as seen from the P m distributions of Figure 5.3 approxi-
mately 50% of the lot population did not degrade appreciably under stress.
The other 50% of the population experienced both a decrease in mean P m and
an increase in variance. Close examination of parametric point-data and cell
I-V characteristics showed that an increase in series resistance had
occurred. This can be seen in the far-forward portion of the characteristic
in Figure 5.4. Oxidation of the silver metalization, or metal-semiconductor
contact effects, or both, are suspected as the cause(s) of this series
resistance increase. Another contributor to the P m degradation was an
apparent decrease in shunt resistance RSH , evident in the slope of the
I-V characteristic of Figure 5.4 near V-0. Since no shunting metallic
deposits were evident (none were expected) in the stress-tested cells, this
effect must be due to junction degradation, or at least bulk/junction
effects. Experimental results indicate that the degraded stress-tested cells
showed a "photon-degradation" effect (3) much larger after stress test-
induced degradation than before degradation occurred. This effect, somewhat
misnamed, results in a decrease or an increase in P m with illumination
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'0
(depending on cell type) and is ill-understood even for virgin solar cells.
For the case at hand, -ubstautial but not total recovery of Pm
 and
improvement of the apparent shunt resistance of the degraded devises was
noted with increasing illumination time. It is of significance, or at least
of interest, that the effect must not be surface-related since RSH was
decreased. Penetration of the junction region (but not junction "spiking")
by heavy metal atoms and the concomitant formaticn of d=ep trapping levels is
suspected as the fundmental mechanism, but the phenomenon must be
investigated further.
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6.0 Stress Test Results -- New Cell Types F, G and H
6.1 Introduction
A total of 437 cells of three types were subjected to accelerated stress
testing in the second year's program. Table 6.1 shows the stress test ached-
i ►le, and lot sizes for the various tests. Figure 6.1 shows measurement .ad
inspection downtimes during the stress testing program.
The prestress electrical parameters of all cells intended for the stress
tests were obtained and used as the basis for determining subsequent cell
degradation. Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show means and standard deviations of
the prestress parameters for all cell types F, G and H, respectively.
Detailed distributions of the prestress parameters are shown in Appendix A.
The values shown for the parameters are those appropriate to 28°C + 0.5°C,
and 100 mW/cm2.
Results of the accelerate stress testing will be discussed in the
following section. The discussion is arranged by generic category; e.g., all
B-T stress test results for all cell types are covered in a single section.
Type F and G	 Type H
Stress Test	 Cell Quantities	 Cell Quantities
Forward Bias-Temperature, 75°C	 30	 20
Forward Bias-Temperature, 135°C 	 25	 9
Forward Bias-Temperature, 150°C	 25	 9
Temperature-Humidity (Pressure Cooker)
Forward Biased	 20	 10
Unbiased	 15	 4
Temperature-Humidity (85%*C/85XRH)
Forward Biased	 20	 9
Unbiased	 15	 0
Thermal Cycle	 15	 8
Thermal Shock	 15	 8
Table 6.1 Stress Test Lot Sizes
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	 kill
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1
Standard
Parameter Number Mean Deviation
V 0C (V) 186 0.547 0.010
I SC (A) 186 0.506 0.021
,V M	 (V) 186 0.445 0.011
I M	 (A) 186 0.444 0.025
P M	 (W) 186 0.198 0.015
Table 6.2 Mean Values and Standard Deviations
of Prestress Electrical Parameters, Type F Cells
Standard
Parameter Number Mean Deviation
V 0 (V) 194 0.589 0.004
I SC (A) 194 1.343 0.021
V 	 (V) 194 0.494 0.007
IM	 (A) 194 1.223 0.033
P M	 (W) 194 0.603 0.020
Table 6.3 Mean Values and Standard Deviations
of Prestress Electrical Parameters, type C Cells
Standard
Parameter Number Mean Deviation
V 
0 (V) 82 0.520 0.011
ISC (A) 82 0.566 0.063
V 	 (V) 82 0.423 0.020
IM	 (A) 82 0.498 0.054
PM	 (W) 82 0.211 0.028
Table 6.4 Mean Values and Standard Deviations
of Prestress Electrical Parameters, Type H Cells
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6.2 Bias-Temperature Stress Tr3t Results
The behavior of the mean percent decrease in P m with bias-temperature
(B-T) stress is shown in Figure 6.2 for type F cells. Examination of
detailed Type F cell data shows that for the 75% and 135°C stress tests a
significant contribution to the decrease shown in figure 6.2 came from one
cell in each test. An example of the behavior of a "freak." cell can be seen
in Figure 6.3 which shows the prestress and post-2400 hour P m distribution
for the cell type F, 75'C B-T test. The same sort of degradation as shown in
Figure 6.3 was also observed for I., for the same "freak" yell. The
mechanism involved 's apparently not severe series or shunt resistance change
since the decrease in Im is approximately the same as the degradation in
I sc , and practically no effect on Vs was observed. For examples, the
freak cell in the 75°C B-T test population showed a decrease in P m from
0.16W to 0.06W, and in I sc from 0.48A to 0.21A, while Vm showed an
increase from 0.441V to 0.450V during the same test. Quite different
behavior was shown by the cells subjected to 150% B-T stress. In this case,
in addition to one cell which showed anomalously large decrease in P m (and
I sc ), there was a more general trend downward in Pm fot the whole
population. This effect can be clearly seen from the P m and Isc
distribution of Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Again, the trend in P m was apparently
due to I sc decreases, independent of series or shunt resistance chane_,
because I m was affected and little or no change in V. was evident. The
freak cell in this population was an exception to the general trend in that
it showed substantial decrease in both V., and I an , as well as in P_ and
Isc .
Visual inspection of B-T stress-tested cells showed that small, hol?.ow
bubbles were formed in the back solder metalization under stress. The
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frequency of the bubbles, for the F cells, was consistent with both time and
temperature with all the 150°C test lot cells showing bubbles by the third
downtime. In some instances the bubbles were fairly large (1/16" diameter).
Other physical effects such as minor, infrequent peeling of the front metali-
zation and partial failure of the AR coating (color change) were observed for
type F cells. The AR coating failure was noted by the first downtime for
many F cells and seemed to originate at the cell perimeter.
The mechanism for Pm
 and I sc degradation of both the freak cells
and, in the case of the 150% stress test, the total population, is not
clear. However, the correlation of the I sc decrease with the Pm
decrease, coupled with visual observations, leads to the tentative conclusion
that degradation of the AR coating is responsible for both.
The behavior of the mean percent decrease in Pm
 due to B--T stress
testing for type G cells is shown in Figure 6.6. Ex.mination of detailed
data for the type G B-T stress lots showed a somewhat different behavior for
this cel). type compared to type F cells. Populations from the 75% and 135%
testa showed only general decreases in P m , with small general downward
trends in V,, , Im
 , and I s` with stress. From the decreases in the last
three parameters, it appears that the decrease in P m
 is due both to the
decrease in I sc and to the increase in series resistance (or decrease in
shunt resistance). The 150 0C B-T test population showed a slightly stronger
general decrease in Pm stress, which was also due to a shift downward of
the Vm , Im , and I sc distributions. Examples of this behavior are seen in
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 which show the P m
 and Vm distributions prestress and
after 2400 stress hours. For this lot the paean I sc decrease was slightly
less than 4 percent over the stress test. Thus, as in the 73°C and 135°C
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tests, the mechanisms for decrease in Pm appear to be the simultaneous
decrease in I sc, and an increase in series resistance, or decrease in
g shunt resistance.	 Cell illuminated Z-V plots have not yet been analyzed to
f
determine the extent of resistance change or which resistance is changing.
From visual inspection, it was found that some type G cells exhibited bubbles
i of minute dimension.	 The bubble formation was observed for only a small
". percentage of the type G cells, regardless of the stress test temperature,
and thus is not clearly correlated with degradation in Pm .	 No visible
changes in the AR coating were observed, and the cause of the I sc is not
clear at this time.	 Note that no freak cells were founr' in the type G cell
B-T stress test populations.
Type H cells subjected to 'A-T -,-:toss testin.g exhibited little or no
significant response, except what oi ,, t be considered an improvement in the
135 °C B-T test population.	 This is shown in Figure 6.9.	 The response of
mean Pm was correlated very closely to the response of I sc .	 For
example, the apparent 3.17% improvement in Pm shown for the 135° test lot
at 700 hours was accompanied by a 2.6% improvement in I sc ; at 1200 hours,
when the improvement in Pm was 2.7%, the improvement in I sc was 1.92%.
Physically, a few of the type H cells exhibited minor discoloration of the AR
coating, beginning at the corners of the cells, and a discolaration
(reddening) of the grid metal for 135°C test lot cells. 	 In addition,	 the
following tendency mentioned in an earlier report (1), most of type H B-T
cells had lost one lead by the end of the test:;, and remaining leads were
barely adhering due to weld breakage. None of these visually observable
effects can be correlated with cell improvement. Thus, the mechanism for the
improvement, if in fact it is real and not an artifact of the measurement
process, is not clear but must be internal to the device itself.
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t
-}	 Sintering of the contacts might be considered as a possibility, but that
should not result in improvement in I sc , and so must be discarded as a
mechanism.
6.3 Bias-Temperature-Humidity and Temperature-Humidity Stress Test Results
The behavior of the mean percent decrease in Pm for type F cells
subjected to temperature-humidity stress testing, both with applied forward
bias (B-T-H stress) and without applied forward bias (T-H stress), is shown
in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. It was expected, and has in fact been observed in
earlier work, that the pressure cooker stress test would show much more
severe effects on the cells compared to the 85'C/85% R.H. L st, for equiva-
lent times. This was found to be true for type F cells. However, the
difference between the degradation caused by the two different stress tests
was not nearly as great as had been observed in the past. The mechanism
leading to the Pm degradation for pressure cooker stress is primarily
I sc decrease not connected with severe series or shunt resistance change.
Both biased and unbiased cells were similar in this respect. Figures 6.12
and 6.13 show the B-T-H (pressure cooker) lot P m and I sc distributions
prior to stress and after 499 stress hours. The correlation between P m and
Isc decreases is clear. Essentially no effect on the V m distribution
was observed with increasing stress test duration. Very similar behavior of
the distributions was noted for the T-H (pressure cooker) stress test lot.
Thus the active mechanism in the pressure cooker stress test is evidently not
affected by applied bias. Some regions of AR coating, on most cells, were
removed during the test, apparently due to condensation and dripping of
pressure cooker water. This is the only ready explanation for the observed
pattern of bleaching. A puzzling observation was the occurence of vary large
bubbles in the back metal of four (of 15) T-H test cells. In no other test,
including B-T, was this effect observed.
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The behavior of the type F cells subjected to 85°C/85% R.H. stress is
different in some respects from the behavior of the pressure cooker lots. It
is obvious from Figure 6.10 that the 85 0C/85X R.H. B-T-Hand T-H response of
the cells was not the same. Examination of the parameter distributions
showed that a large part of the difference was due to a few cells in the
B-T-H population which exhibited anomalously large Pm and Ise
decreases. This odd behavior is clear in Figures 6.14 and 6.15, which show
the Pm and ISe distributions both prestress and after 2006 stress
hours. The anomalous cells did not exhibit unusually low Vm , although Im
was expectedly low for these cells through correlation with I 8e . Thus
the conclusion is that the freak behavior was probably not caused by shunt or
series resistance effects. Only minor discoloration of the AR coating, and
no massive bleaching of it was noted. The discoloration observed does not
seem to be sufficient to cause the large I sc effects shown in Figure
6.10. However, in the absence of other evidence, the AR coating effects are
presumed to be the mechanism causing Pm and I se decrease. The T-H
cells did show less discoloration than the B-T-H cells, and thus the correla-
tion with bias exists.
The response of type G cells to B-T-H and T-H stress is shown in Figures
6.16 and 6.17. A slightly greater effect of applied bias is seen for
pressure cooker stress with type G cells than was seen for type G cells,
although the early truncation of the type G tests cloud the issue somewhat.
For the 85°C/85X R.H. stress the response of the type G cells is similar to
that of the type F cells, i.e., bias apparently does not provide acceleration
of degradation. However, the severity of degradation in P m is clearly less
for both tests for the type G cells. Examination of the detailed parametric
distributions showed that for the pressure cooker B-T-H test population there
94
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was a O
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iiiial downward trend in the Pm, Isc, and Im distributions,
with no discernable stress effect on Vo c and V. and with no freak units
appearing under stress. The same was generally true of the pressure cooker
T-H test population, although with the small size of the parametric decreases
for this lot, definite pronouncements on distribution shifts are more
difficult. The behavior of the Pm and Isc pressure cooker B-T-H popu-
lation distributions are shown in Figurec 6.18 and 6.19, which exhibit the
general, small downward trend in parameees and the lack of freak units. For
the 85'C/85X R.H. and T-H test lots the effect of stress on the parameter
distributions was also seen as (small) general shifts downward of the Pm,
Ise, and Im distributions, with no freak units evident. Thus at this
point no T-H metalization /contact problems for type G ce1Rs are evident from
the electrical data. All effects seem to be attributable to Isc
decreases. Results of visual inspection are in general agreement with the
electrical results. Minor discoloration of the AR coating was observed for
both 8 T-H and T-H pressure cooker cells, but no observable metal effects
were noted for either T-H test beyond the appearance of a golden haze on the
back metal of some cells. No clear visual difference was observed between
biased and unbiased cells; however, the electrical effects were so small that
this is not surprising.
The response of type H cells to B-T-H and T-H stress is shown in Figures
6.24 and 6.21. Short supply of cells prevented unbiased 85°C/85% R.H.
testing of type H cells. Analysis of the details of the 85°C/85!. R.H. test
data showed that the primary source of P m decrease was decrease in Ise
and I. with little or no decrease in V m . Little or no discoloration of
the AR coating was observed, while severe peeling of the grid lines was
noted. The loss of grid lines apparently did not increase series resistance
enough to show up as a significant decrease in Vm.
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The severe Pm effects due to pressure cooker 8-T-H and T-H stress,
shown in Figure 6.21, were clearly due to I ie decrease The behavior
with stress of the Pm distribution and the I se distribution for the
r
F
	 biased pressure cooker stress test lot are shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23
respectively. In considering the data of Figures 6.21 through 6.23 same
consideration should be given to the fact that the pressure cooker lot sizes
were only 6 (biased) and 4 (unbiased). However, the effects of the stress
were clear cuts Pa and I sc decreased in a correlated manner, with
VOC and Vm being essentially unaffected by stress. Im naturally
followed Ise. The large decrease in Pm seen at the 65 hour downtime
for the biased pressure cooker lot (see Figure 6.21) was caused by anoma-
lously low values of In from two cells. Subsequent measurements, at 130
hours and 285 hours, showed these two cells to be very similar to the other
cells, i.e., not anomalously low in Pm and Im. Examination of the first
quadrant I-V plots indicates low R sh for these two cells at the first
downtime, but not subsequently. Shunting due to fine metallic deposits is
suspected as the ca we of the observed behavior. Metallic deposits such as
that shown in Figure 6.24 were observed, particularly for the biased pressure
cooker stress lots. Severe attack of the AR coating was also noted for both
biased and unbiased stress lots. The AR coating effects apparently are the
cause of the decreases in I sc for both lots. The metal dissolution/
deposition phenomenon is similar to behavior seen for other cell types in
earlier work. It is, however, unique to type H cells in this years contract
work, and is definitely a potential pzjblem from the standpoint of both
Rsh and Rs. Finally, while it appears from met of the data of Figure
6.21 that the response of the cells to biased and unbiased stress testing was
very similar, the occurrence of the metal dissolution phenomenon in the
biased tests does point up the enistence of differing potential degradation
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modes in the two tests. Thus the effects of bias do exist for this cell
type.
6.4 Thermal Cycle/Thermal Shock Stress Test Results
The behavior of the mean percent decrease in Pm for types F, G and H
cells subjected to -65°C to +150°C thermal cycle and thermal shock are shown
in Figures 6.25, 6.26 and 6.27. The data shown in these figures is somewhat
misleading because only the surviving cells are included in the averages at
each downtime; cells removed from the test lots due to true catastrophic
failure (e.g., breaking in half) are not included. Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7
show the cumulative percent of thermal shock and thermal cycle populations
which experienced catastrophic failure during the tests. "Catastrophic
failure" in this case means a physical effect which, in a module, would
probably cause the cell to exhibit serious electrical degradation. Minor
effects, such as the occurrence of a small conchoidal fracture, were not
included in the tables.
Typical types of effects seen for type F cells are shown in Figure 6.28.
No conchoidal fractures under metal were observed for this cell type,
although in two cases conchoidal fractures oriented along the long axis of
the cells, not associated with metal, were observed. Figure 6.29 shows a
typical conchoidal fracture under metal, associated with tabs, for a type G
cell subjected to thermal shock. This was the usual type break for type G
cells, occurring in 13 of 16 cells for which serious effects were seen.
Figure 6.30 shows physical effects observed for type H cells. The back metal
delamination was the most common effect, occurring in 5 of 6 cells exhibiting
serious effects; the sixth cell was the broken cell sh-4n in Figure 6.30. :n
addition, nearly all tabs came off during the tests and during storage,
prestress, for type I: cells and so is not specifically associated with
thermal shock or cycling.
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E
E
Number of Cycles,	 Cumulative %
	
Cumulative %
Cumulative
	
Cells Removed,	 Cells Removed,
Thermal Cycle
	
Thermal Shock
0
	
0
10
	
14.3
	
28.6
20
	
35.7
	
50
40
	
42.9
	
71.4
Table 6.5 Cumulative Percent Type F Cells Exhibiting Catastrophic
Failure in Thermal Cycle and Thermal Shock Tests
Number of Cycles,	 Cumulative
	
Cumulative y
Cumulative	 Cells Removed,	 Cells Removed,
Thermal Cycle	 Thermal Shock
	
1	 0	 0
	
10	 0	 30.8
	
20	 38.5	 61.5
	
40	 61.5	 61.5
Table 6.6 Cumulative Percent Type G Cells Exhibiting Catastrophic
Failure in Thermal Cycle and Thermal Shock Tests
Number of Cycles,	 Cumulative
	
Cumulative y
Cumulative	 Cells Removed,	 Cells Removed,
Thermal Cycle	 Thermal Shock
	
1	 25	 50
	
10	 25	 50
	
20	 25	 50
	
40	 25	 50
Table 6.7 Cumulative Percent Type H Cells Exhibiting Catastrophic
Failure in Thermal Cycle and Thermal Shock Tests
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Figure 6.28. Typical Ph y sical Effects of Thermal Shack/Thermal C\ • (-le (in Type
F Cells.
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Figure 6.28.	 (Continued)
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
1. A preliminary look at a limited number of cells has verified the
thermal nature of the second quadrant characteristics. Three operating
ranges have been identified: a region of uniform temperature in excess of
ambie..t, but less that 170 0C (solder melting temperature); a region of
uniform temperature in excess of 170'C, but less than the temperature at
which the base becomes intrinsic (approximately 3000 C); and a region of non-
uniform temperature in which hot spots in excess of 300 ` C appear.	 This
third region is one with positive thermal feedback and unless the current is
externally limited melting of silicon can result with catastrophic results.
Breakdown in the second quadrant has been traditionally defined by the
knee of the characteristic. Since the temperature of the knee is roughly the
temperature at which the base becomes intrinsic, independent of whether the
knee occurs at a low voltage or a high voltage, a cell with a high breakdown
should be able to survive second quadrant operation better than a cell with a
low breakdown, all other characteristics being equal.
2. Extended B-T testing of the A, B, C, and E cells illustrated the
value of long term testing. Continuation of these cells to 9000 hours
"uncovered" an enhanced rate of degradation in E cells at 135°x, similar to
that seen earlier at 165"C. The extended tests thus confirmei that the 1650
effect was not anomalous en.' 1 : the samo time was able to supply information
concerning the effect's activation energy. The 135°C data, when combined
with the 165 ` C data, however, is not sufficient to yield an accurate estimate
of the activation energy - - data at an additional temperature is required.
For this reason the 75°C cells (as well as 0-e 135°C cells) are being
continued on test in hopes they too will show an enhanced rate of degradation
at a later date.
I 19
3. Figure 1.1 summarizes the relative effect on P m of the various
stress tests for the three cell types investigated. In this figure, the
darkest square signify a degradation which was progressive with stress test
duration, and significantly above the "noise" of the measurement technique.
The lightest squares signify no discernable effect after stressing. "Medium"
squares denote cases between the two extremes. Obviously subjective judge-
ment was required in formulating the figure.
It can be seen from an examination of the columns of this figure that F
cells showed appreciable degradation in all stress test whereas G and It cells
showed only moderate to no degradation in many of the stress categories. It
should be pointed out again, as it was in the first annual report, that while
these conclusions demonstrate the applicability and potential usefulness of
the technique, the y should not be interpreted at this time as a quantitative
measure of field degradation rates. It is felt that the technique is capable
of such prediction, but considerable additional stress testing and field
degradation analysis will be required before conclusive evidence can be
demonstrated.
4. Breakage during thermal cycle/thermal shock continued to be a major
problem. Cell type F, which utilized Z G material, showed severe breakage
(shattering mode) after only 10 thermal c ycles or shocks. It is felt that
this problem is probably due to the unique nature of the material rather than
the cell structure. Type G cells, which itilized Czochralski material, were
also susceptible to thermal cycle/thermal shock, but damage was limited to
small conchoidal fractures, usually under contact points, and a greater
number of cycles were required for developtent. Type H cells, manufactured
from Wacker polycrystalline materials, were reasonably insensitive to break-
age, alihough there was a tcndericv for the entire back contact to lift off.
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5. Although it is not apparent from the summary figure, difficulty was
experienced with the manufacturer's attached leads of type H cells. These
leads were attached by welding, and were often either over-welded so that the
ribbon was burned through, or under-welded so that the ribbon fell off prior
to stress.
6. Also not discernable from the summary-type data of Figure 7.1 is the
occurrence of infant mortality or "freak" failures in the F cells. This type
of failure had been predicted, but had not previously been observed. It
should be pointed out, however, that only a few infant mortalities were
observed and it would not be economically feasible to institute any type of
burn-in procedure as routinely performed on integrated circuits.
7. Differences in the response of cells to both the pressure cooker and
the 85/85 temperature-relative humidity tests indicate that both types of
tests need to be continued, at least for the present. Similarity of the
biased and unbiased pressure cooker tests leads to the conclusion that it may
not be necessary to bias cells during pressure cooker stressing. Bias is
required in 85/85 testing, however.
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8.0 RECOMENDATIONS
i8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
1. It is recommended that the preliminary reliability qualification
test schedule for reliability monitoring described in the first annual report
be modified to eliminate the need for bias in connection with pressure cooker
tests.
2. It is recommended that quantities of F, G, and H cells be continued
on bias-temperature stress to obtain additional degradation vs. time data
f
	 similar to that being obtained on A, B, C, and E cell types.
3. In light of the unusual response of F cells to thermal cycle/thermal
shock stress (shattering), it is recommended that a program to ascertain the
cause be initiated.
4. As a consequence of the unexplained test results encountered with H
cells on thermal cycle/thermal shock testing it is recommended that a program
be initiated to better understand why some cells simultaneously showed an
increase in Pm and a peeling of backside metalization.
5. Further investigation into second quadrant effects should be
performed. Items to be covered include thermal modeling, additional data to
permit statistical characterization of electrical data, and pulse response
measurements.
6. It is recommended that the possibility of using forced second
quadrant operations as a part of the stress test schedule be investigated.
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9.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY
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9.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY
Two items of new technology which have been submitted to the appropriate
NASA legal office are the electrical measurement jig, described in Section 4
and the new stress test fixture, described in Section 3.
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APPENDIX A: Electrical Parameter Distributions of Type F, G, and H Solar
'	 Cells
In this Appendix the prestress distributions of the five primary cell
electrical parameters are shown for types F, G, and H cells. The distri-
butions were obtained by measurement of the parameters of 180 type F cells,
188 type G cells, and 77 type H cells. These cells constitute the total
stress test populations for this phase of the program.
g	 it
- Total Units
Mean P	 (W)
Cell Type Measured m
F 186 .198
^t
G 194 .603
H 82 .211
Standard
Deviation (W)
.015
.020
.028
Table A-1. Mean Pm and Standard Deviation for
Prestress Cell Population
Total Units	 Mean I	 (A)
Cell Type	 Measured	 sc
F	 186	 .506
G	 194	 1.343
H	 82	 .566
Standard
Deviation (A)
.021
.021
.064
Table A-2. Mean Ise and Standard Deviation for
Prestress Cell Population
Total Units
Cell Type	 Measured
F	 186
G	 194
H	 82
Mean Von (V)
.547
.589
.520
Standard
Deviation (V)
.010
.040
.012
Table A-3. Mean Von and Standard Deviation for
Prestress Cell Population
A-2
Cell Type
F
G
H
Total Units	
Mean I (A)	 StandardMeasured	 m	 Deviation (A)
	
186	 .444	 .025
	
194	 1.223
	 .033
	
82	 .498	 .055
Table A-4. Mean Im and Standard Deviation for
Prestress Cell Population
Total Units
	
Mean V (V)	 Standard
Measured	 m	 Deviation V)
	
186	 .445
	 .011
	
194	 .494	 .007
	
82	 .423	 .020
Table A-5. Mean Vm and Standard Deviation for
Prestress Cell Population
Cell Type
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APPENDIX B. VARIATION OF CELL ELECTRICAL
PARAMETERS WITH TEMPERATURE
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APPENDIX C. TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE PHOSPHOR
INFORMATION
By W. H. Oyler and F. R. Nays
U. S. Radium Corporation
Morristown, Nets lersq
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bare cance Thermagraphy
INTRODUCTION
Thermography is a method for vis.
ualizing, measuring, or recording sur.
face temperatures, especially surface
temperature differentials, by means
of temperature-sensitive luminescent
materials (phosphors). Phosphors are
crystalline inorganic materials which
are generally excited by ultraviolet
radiation and emit in the visible
range. It is not unusual for phosphors
to show variation of efficiency with
temperature, but thermographic phos-
phors are designed to exhibit large
change of brightness per unit change
of temperature or per unit of inci-
dent thermal radiation flux. Also,
they are made in the form of fine-
grain powder which is favorable for
application to surfaces by spray,
brush, etc., and for preparation of
tape, sheets, and screens.
The thermographic method orig-
inated with Dr. Franz Urbach and
his associates at Eastman Kodak Re.
search Laboratories. They have dis.
cussed applications under two head.
ings: Contact Thermography which
involves direct contact of phosphor
with the work, applied in the form
of paint or tape; and Projection
Thermography which involves opti-
cal projection of thermal radiation
from the work onto a screen of
phosphor.'
The method has been used for a
variety of purposes, including non.
destructive testing of metal parts,
and recent improvements of phos-
phors and screens and development
of phosphor-resin tapes is expected
to encourage wider application. The
contact technique sometimes does
not require very high sensitivity
phosphor. With this technique, if the
phosphor is coated on the work, the
phosphor temperature will corre-
spond closely to that of the part.
In this case, some applications re-
quire a useful temperature range far
above room temperature. Phosphors
are available which operate as high
as 400°C. The higher temperature
phosphors are less sensitive than
those designed for use at lower tem-
peratures. We find that four differ•
ent phosphors are needed to cover
the range from below room tem.
perature to about 400°C. The tape
contact technique allows more flexi.
bility with respect to temperature,
since with parts having nearly plane
surfaces on which a moving tape can
be used, the temperature of the tape
may not reach that of the parts.
With the projection technique, the
phosphor screen can always be held
in the most favorable temperature
range, therefore, the highest sensi-
tivity phosphor is used. But in this
case, there is no limit to the object
temperature range. Since this type
phosphor is quite sensitive to near
infrared radiation, sensitivity is not
a particular problem with high tem.
perature work. Low temperatures and
great distance call for the ultimate
in phosphor sensitivity.
In Figure 1, log brightness-tem-
perature curves are shown for four
phosphors covering temperatures up
to about 400°C. In Figure 2, the
data for the near -room temperature
phosphor, No. 1807, are shown on
expanded temperature scale. The
slopes of the curves are measures
of the sensitivity, usually expressed
in terms of per cent change of bright-
ness per degree Centigrade change
of temperature. The family of curves
for each phosphor demonstrates the
effectiveness of excitation intensity
as a control on brightness, sensi.
tivity, and useful temperature range.
Thus, a given phosphor can have
high sensitivity and still be useful
over a relatively wide temperature
range. The practical upper limit of
temperature at which a phosphor can
be used will be determined in a given
situation by the amount of ultra.
violet radiation that can be applied
and by the lowest useful brightness.
But the higher sensitivity phosphors
are capable of showing good contrast
patterns over a wide range of con-
ditions. On the arbitrary scale of
ultraviolet irradiation indicated in
Temperature -C
Figure 1--Log brightness-tempera.
ture data for four thermographic
phosphors.
Range 1: ZnCdS:Ag:Ni,
U. S. Radium Corporation No. 1807.
Range 11: ZnCdS:AS:Ni,
U. S. Radium Corporation No. 3215.
Range 111: ZnS:Cu:Ni,
U. S. Radium Corporation No. 2090.
Range IV: ZnS:Cu,
U. S. Radium Corporation No. 3003.
Solid curves correspond to one unit
o f ultraviolet irradiation (see text).
Upper edges of shaded areas cor.
respond to 10 units, lower edges to
0.1 unit.
the figures, one unit corresponds to
one 100-watt flood-type mercury arc
lamp plus U. V. filter at a distance
of 53 inches or to two 15-watt fluo-
rescent blacklite lamps (purple glass
bulbs) at a distance of 30 inches. A
brief discussion of thermographic
phosphor properties in terms of
theory is given in the Appendix.
In specific situations, the thermo-
graphic phosphor method offers cer-
tain advantages over other methods.
Surface oxidation of metal parts is
not a problem. Control of perform-
ance through regulation of intensity
of excitation allows a degree of flexi.
bility which is important. In testing
of bonding of laminates or of thin
sheets to substructures, there is no
Reprinted from the lifay-tune, 1961 issue of Nondestructive Testing
limit to the thinness of sheets which
can he tested. Since heat flow is
inv olved, the method testa the actual
efficiency of bonding rather than just
pre.tence or absence of bonding ma.
terial. The method is adaptable to
production line testing, using photo•
cell sensing with feed -back controls
if needed. An interesting possibility,
for example, is testing lap welding
of cable sheathing. Of course, the
method is ideally suited to testing
of cooling rates. In relation to most
widely used methods, the thermo.
graphic phosphor method employs
simple, inexpensive equipment. Com.
paring the projection technique to
some other imaging methods, it is
clean and fast.
On the negative side, in applications
involving visual observation, subdued
ambient light is indicated. In work
with parts of irregular shape, con-
trol of heat flow may sometimes be
a problem although this may in some
uses be handled by preheating or
by heating with infrared radiation
through the phosphor layer. Lateral
flow of heat imposes limitations on
depth at which discontinuities can
be observed. This varies with heat
conductivity of the part and with
size of the defect but may generally
be expected to be less than 50 mils
for metal. With the paint coating
technique, if the situation requires
the utmost in contrast sensitivity,
the coating thickness should be uni.
form since a nonuniform phosphor
layer may yield brightness differ.
cruces not related to temperature dif-
ferences. This is not a problem with
taix but, with tape, it is important
In provide good uniform contact with
the surface.
Equipment and Materials
Equipment required will vary
C
.seatly with type of test. Qualitative
visual observation with the contact
technique requires only a phosphor
sheet or coating, one or more ultra-
violet lamps arranged to provide
reasonably uniform irradiation, and
means for providing heat flow
through or frc m the part. Phosphor.
resin sheets have been developed and
tan he made to suit varied require.
mentt. The four phosphors of Figure
3J	 ,^
2
J
Figure 2--Log brightness-tempera•
lure data for Range I thermographic
phosphor, No. 1807. Dashed curves
show sensitivity (per cent brightness
change per degree Centigrade change
o f temperature) against brightness
and temperature.
1 are available, but the higher tem.
perature ones are not expected to be
used in ordinary tape due to tem.
perature limitation ( about 140°C)
of thermoplastic resins. Lacquer and
thinner for use in making paint for
spray or brush application are avail-
able. The resin is chosen for good
working properties and relative free-
dom from fluorescence. Ventilation
should be provided to remove solvent
vapors. A slurry with two parts by
weight phosphor and one part lacquer
thinned to working consistency with
thinner is suggested. For qualitative
work in situations where high con•
trast and definition are not needed,
brush application may be acceptable.
Otherwise the spray method is pre.
ferred. A DeVilbis type T.G.A.,
series 501 spray gun is satisfactory
for general purpose work. Frequent
agitation to insure suspension of
phosphor is indicated. A silica binder
such as Ludox (DuPont) is suitable
for use with the higher temperature
phosphors. Optimum coat thickness
may vary with the situation. It must
be thick enough to provide acceptable
light output and uniformity but too
great thickness leads to loss of defi.
nition; 2 to 5 mils is thought to be
the proper range.
Wherever space limitations do not
prevent their use, fluorescent black•
lite bulbs provide a good uniform
ultraviolet source. Mercury arc flood-
lights or spotlights with near ultra.
violet filters are also useful.
For stationary work, electric strip
or rod heaters and infrared lamps or
Mass panels are useful heat ^ources-
For continuous production line flow,
the heat uniformity requirements are
less severe. It is sometimes advdn-
tageous to play a stream of air on
the phosphor surface thereby reduc.
ing lateral flow of heat. This tends
to increase contrast and makes it
possible to hold the pattern for care•
ful study or photography.
At present, no commercial projec-
tion equipment is available. However,
phosphor screens on cardboard or
glass support are available. Equip.
ment arrangements are suggested in
U. S. Patent 2,642 ,538 and royalty-
free licensing is available.
An Application Example
The photograph of Figure 3 rep-
resents application of the contact
thermugraphic technique in testing
a section of stainless steel honey.
comb. Panels of this kind are used
as structural parts on aircraft and
it is important to have a quality con-
trol test which can detect fault y
 bond-
ing between sheets and honeycomb
substructure.
The panel was spray -coated with a
layer of Range 1 phosphor ( see Fig.
2) about 4 mils thick. Heat from
a U-shaped electric rod unit was
passed into the back side of the
panel at a rate of about 0.5 watts/
in.=
 Th. phosphor was excited by
two LS-watt blacklite fluorescent
lam,,& oriented parallel to the two
panel edges at an angle of 45 degrees
and distance of 16 in. Room air
was played on the phosphor surface
at a rate of about 1 CBI/in.= With
this arrangement, the brightness con.
trast pattern pattern was steady over
a period of many minutes.
The higher temperature dark areas
are areas where heat flows in at a
rate relatively high compared with
the rate at which it escapes. This cor.
responds to areas where there is good
metallic contact between sheet and
honeycomb. In a perfect panel, these
areas should form an unbroken Pat-
tern but in this case, some breaks
are observed. We find similar re•
sults with phosphor la} ers applied in
the form of pressure sensitive tape
or decal sheets. The large-area
shadows are thought to be due to
2n overall unevenness in thickness of
anlrjet.
In addition to the available con-
Vols related to phosphor perform•
anee, pattern contrast is influenced
so by rate of heat flow. Thus, thin
% eaks may be obscured by choosing
very high contrast conditions. Also,
is possible to run a gamut of
,nditions and arrive at an estimate
of relative magnitudes of different
.ws. Intermediate contrast condi.
ins were chosen for the photograph
of Figure 3.
"ariations of Method
Whenever it is desirable to photo-
graph the contact pattern, this may
I-- done by use of a K-2 filter to
:elude reflected ultraviolet and blue
ught. The film may be of interest
as a permanent record but it also
rovides a good technique for quan-
..tative work, especially in cases
where it is desirable to plot iso-
terms. The film may be calibrated
,v photographing the phosphor-
coated surface of a simple calibrat-
ig device the temperature of which
in be varied in measured steps. It
is, of course, necessary to coat this
,4 evice with the same phosphor at
.e same thickness as that used for
.ne work, to expose it to the some
intensity ultraviolet, and to develop
to film under the some conditions.
or routine quantitative work, the
procedure can be considerably sim-
lified by using the above calibrating
.vice to calibrate a fluorescent step
wedge which is then used for the
,utine exposures.
Photocell sensing is not as con-
venient for isotherm mapping as the
uhotographic method, but it serves
or quantitative work in cases where
.,nly spot areas are of interest or
for continuous recording.
ipecial Applications
Thermographic phosphors are
being used to study air flow patterns
ver surfaces. A technique for doing
.his has been described.= A somewhat
similar technique has been used to
id in design of air jets for cooling.'
Thermographic phosphor screens
have been used in experimental ultra-
unugraphy.'
The contact method has been f,-und
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Figure 3—Brightness contrast pattern
shown by a layer o/ Range 1, No.
1807, thermogra hic phosphor on a
section o/ steel honeycomb panel as
heat is passed through the panel.
useful in testing uniformity of dis-
tribution of electrically conductive
coatings. When current is passed
through the coating, variations in
thickness give rise to variations in
resistance and hence to variations
in temperature. This method is being
used also for testing insulation in
refrigerator walla.
APPENDIX
Thermograph;c Phosphor Theory
Solid state theory provides a use-
ful, although not complete, picture of
the mechanisms invol.ed in therrno•
graphic phosphors. According to the
energy band picture, in an ideal
crustal there are no allowed electron
energy levels bet.%een the top of the
.alence hand and the bottom of the
conduction hand. In preparation of
phosphors, the lattice is distorted by
addition of foreign atoms or by heat
treatment and this introduces new
levels just above the %alence band
facti%atur le.eL'i and usually also
some new levels nearer the conduc.
tion band ( trapping levels). Excita•
tion by ultraviolet radiation, etc.
raises electrons from the activator
ground level or the valence band to
the conduction band. If the electron
returns directly to the ground state,
radiation ( fluorescence) is emitted.
If, instead, it is captured in a trap-
ping state, it may either be lifted
again to the conduction band by
thermal energy or in some cases, it
may find its way back to the ground
state by a nonradiative path. This
nonradiative return can be pictured
in terms of a series of short jumps
between trapping states or in terms
of the whole-crystal energy picture
in which the configurational courdi•
nate curves of the excited and ground
states approach one another closely,
allowing the transition to occur. The
energy is thus dissipated in the form
of infrared radiation or thermal
vibration. The ratio of radiative to
nonradiative returns may be de•
creased either by increase of tem-
perature of the crystal or by irra-
diation with infrared. This ma y be
due to one or both of two effects:
1. Thermal vibration or infrared ra-
diation may raise electrons from the
valence band to the activator level
thus making this level unavailable for
receiving excited electrons; 2. Then
oral vibration may encourage non-
radiative returns by allowing close
approach of the configurational Co.
ordinate curves.
These are a few of the features
of phosphor theory which apply
particularly to phosphors having bi-
molecular phosphorescence decay,
such as the sulfides which are adapt-
able to design of good thermographic
phosphors. By using as base mate-
rial a combination of cadmium and
zinc sulfide rather than zinc sulfide
alone, the forbidden energy region
is narrowed and this favors nun•
radiative returns. By using silver
activator rather than copper. the ac-
tivator level is nearer the %alence
band and this favors nonradiative
returns because electrons are more
easily raised from the %alence band
to the activator level by thermal
energy. By adding a "killer" such as
nickel, nonradiative returns are fa.
voted because new relatively deep
trap levels are added, etc. Thus, nine
cadmium s,tlfide activated by silver
and "poisoned„ by nickel is found
to be the most +ensitive material for
the near-room temperature range.
The relative rate constants of the
radiative, trap-emptying, and other
mechanisms are such that the useful
temperature range for a given phos-
phor can be increased by increasing
the intensity of excitation. But there
is, of course, a practical limit and
for the most sensitive near-room
temperature type, this limit is around
90°C. In order to extend the useful
temperature range, some of the de.
sign parameters must be varied; e.g.,
cadmium content, nickel content, or
k^ !of activator.
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This bulletin is concerned with use of certain
special phosphors !or detection or measurement of
variation of temperature over surface areas. These
special phosphors are inorganic crystalline ma-
terials u• h : t:h emit I'ght under excitation by ultra-
violet radiation and exhibit marked change of
brightness with charge of temperature. The method
or.ginated with Dr. Franz Urbaca and his
associates a: Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories.
They developed phosphors with good sensit.vity.
They also deve:cpcd and patented basic methods of
application. More recently, U. S. F.adium Corp. has
developed phosphors of still higher seni:tivity and
studied specif:c appCcat:on problerns. We are in
position now !o supply the phosphors in quantity
ar e' to offer suggestion s relative to their use.
A layer of thermographic phosphor applied to
a surface forms an effective thermometer extended
in two dimensions. This is being used to study sur.
face phenomena such as air flow patterns and
var:able e'ec ! rica! .onduc::v:ty of t n i n surface
I ayers. By causing heat to flow through the body
of an object, d:scontinu:ties in the body may be
revealed through temperature differences at :hc
surface. In fact. thi4 provides a non-dest%c ve
testing technique which is useful in some cases
where th-r x-ra y method !a:!s. Since !teat f:o:y :i
involved. :a:era! flow of heat tends to reduce
surface tempe:ature differentiais. Therefore. best
i eiulti are shown where the discontinuity :s near
the surface or :s relati •:e : % large: For examp:e. it
is particuiar:v e!fcct:ve in showing flaws .n bond-
.ng of laminates or bonding of sheets :o sub-
structures and it now in regular use for s.icn
puipo:es. A derrior.st;vion of his type of appliea-
.:on it sho'-v:- in Fig. 1.
In the pnotegraph cf Fig. 1. the object under
study is s brass r ing—itairtlets steel sheet brazed
aiiembiy. The brass r:nj is 3.8 • ' thick. 3" diameter
%vita a ser:es of cqua: : y spaced 1 4 " holes and a
^,r00 y ? 113.;ltt i, . * keep concentric with the :a:-g?
certe, ho:c Th e 0.01.5" thick steel sheet it cut au^y
to inew the structure of t'.,-.e brass ring. The stet!
.s covered with a 0.005" :a;:er of Radelin *.No. :30'
the:.r.cir aph:c phosphor •.v.... Radei:.. l thermo-
grapn.c b.nder. app:.ed by spra-,. The phosphor :i
excited b y a set ct ^.vo :3 '.va-t blsckli:e Cuerescent
:amps at it r'.iitance of := :nears. The surfact is
heated by radiation f.-cm two e00 watt hot plates.
;n '.%-n.ch :he co:!s are .ctai!y er.cioi:ed to avo.d
v:sible r2ci.&*.cr. pieced at a dii:ance of ' :riches.
Areas of the steel plate which make good contact
with the brass appear as bright areas because heat
generated at those surface areas flows fr$ely into
the brass so that the temperature remains rela:ive!y
low In addition to the dark areas corresponding to
the circular groove and holes, a dark radial line is
observed This represents a shal!ow groove cut in
the brass ring surface simulating a flaw in the
brazing.
The best condit.or.f for controlling heat flow
will vary wit.t the physical situation. In some cases
it may be best to flow heat into the body from the
reverse side. Also. i t is sometimes advantageous to
"freeze" the temperature pattern by piayir.g a
stream of air on the phosphor surface.
Ideaily, both infrared and ultravioiet radiation
should be uniform over the surface area under ob-
servation. A'so. there should not be excessive
visible radiation from either source. In fact, :n
situations where heat is supp::ed from the phosphor
side. :t a advliab'e to Avaid short '.^'^t r^r•rQt'
infrared because this d:recay reduces pho>phcr
u'r
J+
Figure 1. Dernonstra:fen of contact .: e:Tc;r:.pny
ind.cstiag discor.t.nu.t:es :n bond.r.g of s:a.r..ess
steel sheet :o'arais.
.f•
brightness and has the effect of reducing contrast.
Strip heaters or hot plates op-.ated at intermediate
temperatures serve the purpose. wherever space
limitations do not orevent their ure, fluorescent
black : ite bulbs provide a good ultraviolet source.
Nfercur y arc floodlights or spotlights with near
ultraviolet fi lters are a'sn useful : See appendix frr
partial list of supp:iets of ultraviolet amps).
'Tradernark
Phosphor Properties
Phosphors in general exhibit variation of ef-
ficiency with change of temperature but many of
.he more effic:ent ones s h o w r^a::vely lit::e
variation : n t h e near -rocm :empera: 'ure range.
Therefore, phosphors nse!ul for :her:nography mu;t
be specia l !y des : gnea to show l arge change of
brightness with small change of temperature.
Sensitivi:y i q exprrssed in terms of prrcent change
of br:Rh: nest per degree Cer.tlgrade change r,f
temperature
Prclim;rary work .n the field :r.d:cates ::^a: !or
the near-rocm :e rrripern z ure range z.-.c cadm:.ni
-u!fide '.v:th !;:ver act.vator and a trace of r:eke!
a• "poison" :s most usklJi This :yp ,^ pito,phor is
best excite' ny near ultra y .olet rad :at;on and estits
broad bard radiation wt*.h dom.nan: wavelrrigth in
:he %e::ow ':n.led Statei Radiur:'s standard
-tar -room temperature type thermograpnic n:a-
:er:ai, Rad-:,n 'pncfphor No. 180'.. u a fine cryatal-
line n:a:erie '.%:th average particle size be:ow tcn
microns Per!orrn ar.ce of this pncsphor can bast be
discus!ed by reference to Fig.:.
The soi:d curve, of F.g. °_ show :he effect of
:ernpe:ature on brightness at four :evc!_ of il:ra-
v:olet excitation. On this arbitrary sca,e of ultrs-
violet irrad i ation. one unit corresponds to one 100-
watt flood - type :tie: curt' arc :amp. plus LX filter.
at a d.l:ar.ce of 53 inchts or to two 15-watt
fluoresrent b:ack.ite :amps (purp:e g:a;s bulbs) at
a •':stance of 30 inches. The slopes cf thole :carves
at :h•: :ar:cus po.n s represent senl..iv-.ty o! the
phosphor at :orrespor.d.nC temperature s.nd
br:ghtness. The dashed curves are :so-ien!i1iv;ty
curv es drswn in each case through points on :he
sold curves '.where .he slope is the same. This
shoats :hat :n the :r.termediate tinge of br;griness
ar.d over the range of temperature !rcrn roan
.errperstu:t to sbcve 30' C.. sensit.: • . , y hods nts:'.y
c:nrt^n: a: a z: •:en br.ghtr.ts; :evtl. Al.a. it :s ob-
served : hat a given br.ghtness : evel run t' be `:old
over th.s range of :. mperature by the
.t%'t! Cf u!:::.. : oict excita :;cn And at a giver,
:ernpe :ature be;h b:: g^:ness and sens itivity are
!unct.oni cf :tvei of tx:.tat::n. T:iere!orc, the
pro:char :s cipib:e cf snowing good contrast
patterns over a wide range of conditions. The
::pper iimat of :erupt:a:u:-it A. n:ch tha
pncs; or :an be used -xi:, :e de*.err.iriedr. i 1:ven
sa_.:.^.	 ^v	 s no.:^t cf u:tra y .ciet : azi:at::.n.
-at csr. be app!;ed sr.d by :he :ewe:,	 s:!u!
t; .;nine!•
For higher temperature arplications, phosphors
of different des:gn must be i:sed While it ex.
pected that m o s t applicar cns Will require the
near-room temperature type. we are prepared to
supply phosphors fnr use at hi g her temperatures.
Performance data on these phosphors writ be avail-
able at a later date
Phosphor Coatin g
The phosphor shr,uld br applied uniformly by
spray, brush, screen or settling. The binder must
be such twat i t shows a minimum of fluorescence
s:nce such fluorescence •.%ould :end to :educe cin-
trast of the ttmpera:urc pat:crn .eve!opcd by the
phosphor. At temperatures :rut^ above 100 - C.
thermal stabrlit% of the usual res in binders becomes
a probicm In tbiF rank. ei t her ;::i:atc or s..ica
binder such as Ludox' (D:: Pont) or one of the
newer high temperature :hermo;et::ng rein birders
may be used Put it is enpccted that mast arpl:-
cattnns w:11 :nvolve the range be:ow 100' C. and
United S: atrs Radium has devet oped a :acquer for
th.s range which :s luitabie for brush or !pray
appixat.-n and is prepar-!d :o supp: , it and
thr::ner for use w;,h it. We su:gest a slur- • w:.h
t •.va parts by 'weight phLrp 1ior and ore par::acquer•
th:rned to •.corking cor.s:i*er-v with the .h.nner.
These mater a:s in cernmon A , ::h all such ma-
terials, shou:d be hanc:ed under ven:i!atcd ccr.-
dit:ons a •aav f-cm spars. l:arnr. or .x:cts.vr
heat Thinner can bt used to r:rno • ,! :he phosp.r.ir
coating	 We invite consu:tat:on re:at:ve to any
spec.ai binder prcb:enis.
For qualitative -.work in situations •.%here high
contrast and definition are nit needed• brush ap-
piication may be acceptable. Otherwise the spray
method :s prelcrred. Opt:mum -oa , .h:ckress will
vary .%:th the saua.;on It rtus.t bt :hick trough to
provide good 1igh: output and accentaolt un.forr:-
it •: On the other mild, :co `rent t h:cknets :csds :a
lots of detin4tien We find a :h.;kness of 0.095" to
be the -:ght order of msgnirude. A DeVibilis type
TG.A., ser:et 50: spa s gun is w_sfactery !or
general purpose ^aork Frequer,i 3;. , at.on to insure
susptr,s.cn of phosphor is indica.ed.
Spacial Techniques
A::hcugh sacs: inc. ust.:a, testing m ay :tquirt
on:y qua::tat:we vaua: jrservau nn of the .r. gi.:-
ness -a • tern. cr ere ^t_y oe s.: :a:.: ns 	 n.re ..
dcsirab:e 'o ph-clzg kpn he ;.at..... T'.-., ma y .;e
done s:rnp:)' by ..et of a K-:. l:.:C.- :a cx::4dt -r--
Ctcad .il::,v.,.e: and b:,;e '. .gr..
 
The !: rn rnay ct
of .notes, ai a ;errnanen. record but ., also pr•
v des a Coed 1 ecnn:q%;c . o r qua.n.:ar :.ve •x: rk.
esptc.i'.y .n cares ..ore :t a desira i­ :t plot
;!otherrrs. T:-.e f...n ma; to :a:.b:a:.dby ;n—to.
graph:rig .hep^o:p :•:_ate'. su:fs:t of a s.rnr:e
:a:.brv..g a..., :he :emp4r:3ture of which :a:: oe
tar.tc :n mea:urec steps. I: a.:f ours:. rect,sary
to ecat .nu d:.:ce •.v::h
 .-e surge ;ris y ph.lr at .r.e
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Figure °_. Performance of Rade'n thermngraphlc phcsphor \o. 1°07. S*.,:id tortes
show brichtness against temperature at four levels of ult-aviolet excitation. Dasned
curves show sensitivity (per cent brightness change per degree Centigrade change
cf temperature) against brightness and ten:pera:ure.
lI F,
same thickness as that used for the %work to expose
it to the same intensit y u:traviolet, acid to develop
the film under the same condition=. For routine
quantitative work, the procedure can be consider-
ably simplified b y using the above calibrating de-
vice to calibrate a fluorescent step wedge which is
then used for the routine exposures.
Photocell sensing is obviously not as convenient
for isotherm mappin¢ as the photographic method,
but it serv es for quantitative work in cases where
only spot areas are of interest. Also, the photocell
method is ideal for assembly line sensing and can
be set up to actuate devices for marking locations
of fla%vs or performing other operations on the
work.
The preceding discussion applies only to
methods involving application of the phosphor di-
rectly to the ob;ect. -.e., contact therniograph%
Sit:ce thermo.-raphic phosphor responds to infrared
radiation, a screen of the phosphor can be used to
detect distant sources of heat radiation and by
optically- projecting an image of the source or, the
screen. the temperature pattern of the source can
be seen a n d photc.a raphed (prcjec:-ion herrr.o-
graph y ). This method allows study of cb;ec s at
very high temperatures This bulletin deal_ pri-
marily- wish ccn:act thermographv but :t should 1:••
mentioned that United States Rad:um is also pr.:-
pared to supply . thermographic screens as well as
phosphor, 1 3co_ter. and thinner.
A ppendix
A Partial List of Suppliers of Black Lights
"Black Light Eastern Corporation 'Vlagnaflux Corporation
33-00 Northern Boulevard )goo Nor:h%ves: H.-"­.var
Long Iiiand C:tv 1. N. Y. Chicago 31. Illin o:s
'Burton Manufacturing Company 'Norco vlar.ufic:uri ng Coinpar.
2520 Colorado Boulevard 392 Eleecker Stree:
Santa Monica. Calif. New YcrK 14, New Ycrk
'C_ntury Lighting, Inc. 'Research Sc?c:ait:eS Comp3:-.'-
521 W. 43rd Street _005 Hopk'ns Street
New York 30, N. Y. B-2tk'ey	 ,	 Calif
Charlotte C'tentical	 Laboratories Shannon Lurnincus `.Iater;als CO.
Charlotte 1. N. C. 7354 Santa llcmca Blvd.
•'George W. Gates & Co., Inc. Hoilywocd 46. Ca:::.
Franklin Square 'Strcb:ite Company
Long Island. N. Y. 55 West 15th Street
'Hanovia Chemical & Manufacturing Co. New York 36. N. Y.
100 Ches • :,ut Street Cietze Lurr:nescen: Compar.,:
Newark 5, New Jersey Ba:dwin. I_cne Is:ar,d. N	 Y.
'Herbach & Rademsn. Inc. uo•^icentWt-stern F:r
1204 Arch Street 3224 W. R=osevelt Road
Philadelphia 7. Pa. Ch,cago 21. Ii:inoi_•
Lawter Chemicais, Inc.
3550 Tou::nv Avenue
Chir• ago 45,	 Illinois
Luminrus Resins Inc.
166 W, Washtngton Street Indicates	 _.:pp::ers	 Of
Chicago	 ^_.	 Illinois 11:dre3tes	 „- mer._	 .Irc
UNITED STATES RADIUM CORPORATION
Mofris%*n,
FtaDIL'^i
I
